
Parent 101:

Or

What the tech is my child 

doing in the cyber world 

and how can I know if 

they are doing the right 

thing?
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This is the Middle School Brain development. The smiley face shows where they are at right now. While in middle school, your student's emotional sections have developed, but the organizational sections have not. Middle schoolers will take the quickest path in most situations to avoid negative emotions, even when it defies logic. So sometimes they aren't being deliberately willful or disobedient, they just prefer the rush from playing video games and will say whatever it takes to get there.  This doesn't mean we don't try to get them to work on their organizational skills. We just want you to know that sometimes they may be fighting their own biology. 
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Band: 101
The non-musician's guide to having a band 

student at home 



What is Talent?

Which one wins, 

Hard work or Talent?
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There is no such thing as a "talent". Normally, what we see as talent, is hours of hard work and commitment. Becoming skillful at music, means many hours of practice. 



Brainology

Failure

I’m not smart.

I can’t do it.             

I need to work harder!

I have to find a different way.

Growth Mind Set

“You’re a hard worker!”

“You’ve practiced, a lot!”

Fixed Mind Set

“You’re smart!”            

“You’re talented”      

F.A.I.L.

First Attempt In Learning

What did you do to prepare for this? Is there anything 

you could do to prepare differently next time?



Practicing Checklist:

• NO distractions 

• Chair

• Music stand 

• Care and maintenance supplies -DO NOT TRY TO 

FIX YOUR STUDENT'S INSTRUMENT

• SmartMusic

Bring you instrument to and from school every day except Mr. 
Sackman’s plan day

10th Street students are required to practice at least 30 min. 
every night (This includes weekends)

My experience…
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The most important factor is good posture. If they can sit straight up and look directly at their iPad, it is not required to purchase a special music stand. Posture is vital to playing their instrument correctly. 
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Smart Music
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When your student touches the red note, Smart Music provides the fingering for the missed note. Parents do not have to know music to help support their student. Smart Music will provide the musical information. Parents just need to provide encouragement, a quiet place for students to practice and the time to do it. 
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Private Lessons are HUGE

• All Musicians should take private 

lessons.  Including professional 

musicians

• You cannot beat one on one instruction 

with a professional

• See my website for a huge list of local 

private instructors 

www.mrsackman.weebly.com



Questions?
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Email Mr. Sackman with any questions. He will get back to you as soon as he can, but please allow one plan day for responses. 



Parent Tech 101

Passcode

Internet

Showbie

Canvas

Email

Math Websites

Itunes and Apps

Family Access and Grades

Dropbox, iCloud, and Google Drive



Work Flowchart

Get Assignment From Canvas

Open and complete in

Notability / Canvas / Pages 

Turn in and get feedback in Canvas



Tech problems?
First, try to clearly identify the problem itself

Second have your child:

1) Try it again

2) Turn apps off and back on

3) Hard Reset

4) Email / See Mr. D

(James_DeLazzari@msvl.k12.wa.us)

Tech help, by appointment on Wednesdays

2:45-3:45 for Students or Adults!



Canvas
MSD25.INSTRUCTURE.COM/REGISTER

CANVAS User Name    

HUTTJT21

CANVAS Password 

0 + Lunch Number, 00936421 

LUNCH #: 0936421
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Your student's Canvas User Name is the first part of their school email address (1st 5 letters of their last name, first initial, middle initial and then the last two numbers of their lunch number)Parents will need to know this information to create an Observer Account
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This is the web address to log onto Canvas. If it doesn't say "MSD25" then you are on the wrong Canvas site. 
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This is the User ID mentioned a couple of slide before. Your student has this information on their badge given to them on the first day of 6th Grade. 
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This is their lunch number with another zero (total of 2 zeros in front)
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Make sure this is checked so you can get email the scores with your notifications. 
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Other Canvas FAQ's1) You can observe more than one student2) As an observer, you cannot affect your student's work. You can turn it in, you can't delete it etc. 3) Where to look for grades in progress:Canvas:Language ArtsSocial StudiesScienceBand (also Smart Music)PE (not set up yet, but will in the future)Skyward/Family AccessMathArt- Do not use the "message" option on an individual assignment. It does not notify the teacher there is a question. Instead email any questions to the teacher. 




